INTRODUCTION
In [Plol] a powerdomain was defined which was intended as a kind of analogue of the powerset construction, but for (certain kinds) of cpos. For example the powerdomain~(S±) of the flat cpo Si, formed from a set S, is the set {X ! S~I(X#~) and ((±cX) 
x ~ y). E-M
This enabled nondeterminism to be modelled by an analogue of set-theoretic union and a denotational semantics for a simple language with parallelism was given, treating parallelism in terms of non-deterministic mergeing of uninterruptible actions. Expected identities such as the associativity and commutativity of the parallel combinator were true in this semantics.
Unfortunately, other reasonable identities do not hold, in particular the distributivities : P ; (Qor R) ~ (P ;Q) or (P ; R) (Qo!r R) ; P~ (q; ~) or (R ; P) and so, with a suitable definition of behavior, the semantics will not be fully abstract [Mil I] , [Plo 2] . Analysis of the problem leads us to the desire for a variant of the product of two powerdomains and a ~finition of union, u, on the new structure and a pairing function, ®, so that :
x ®(y u z) = (x ®y) u (x ®z) (y u z) ®x = (y ®x) u (z ®x).
The ordinary product and pointwise union will not do as then the stronger equation : (x u x') ®(y u y') = (x®y) u (x' ®y') 109 holds and the corresponding equivalence for programs should be false.
In the present paper we further develop the idea of non-deterministic domains [Egl] [Hen] which are cpos with an associative, commutative, absorptive continuous binary function (called union). Their connection to cpos gives a definition of the powerdomain for all epos, extending [Plol] [Smyl]; there is a tens~Or product which satisfies the above desire ; we can give a semantics using non-deterministic domains for a simple parallel programming language like that in [Plol] which in at least one sense, is fully abstract. Interestingly most of the manipulation of sets explicit in [Plo;] disappears here as it is "built in" to the domains and their constructions.
THE PROGRA}&MING LANGUAGE

Syntax
Our language has three sets of syntactic items.
I. BExp -a given set of Boolean expressions, ranged over by the metavariable b.
2. Act -a given set of primitive actions, ranged over by a.
3. Stat -a set of statements, ranged over by s, and given by the grammar : It is not necessary here to assume anything about the structure of BExp or Act ;
standard examples of elements would be "x ~ y" or "x:=y+5" for an arithmetic language. The statements provide a simple imperative language with parallelism, which will be treated in terms of interleaving of atomic actions, and with a somewhat strange " eoroutine" facility which gives a very strict interleaving of the atomic actions.
Operational Semantics
We will use the set T = {it ,~ } of truthvalues and a given set, S, of states, ranged over by c. The behaviours of the Boolean expressions and the primitive actions are given, rather abstractly, by two functions :
g~ : Act ÷ (S ÷ T).
For the statements we axiomatise a relation ÷ : StrxStr where Str=defSU(StatxS ~ the relation <s,o> ÷ o' (<s,o> ÷ <s',G'>) is to mean that executing the first unin- As {strI<s,o> ÷ str} is always finite and nonempty, Konigs lemma shows~s~ (o) is always finite or contains ± and so is in ~(S±) as required.
Note the flexibility of the method for specifying interruption points ; if we had wished conditionals to be interruptable after the test, instead of the present "test and set" capability, we would have written :
NON-DETERMINISTIC DOMAINS
We discuss the extra structure provided by the union function, the connections with powerdomains and useful constructions such as the tensor product. For constructions on ND± we use the Freyd Adjoint Functor Theorem (FAFT-see [Mac] ) in conjunction with a useful lemma.
Definition 3.3 : An 0 -category is one whose hom sets are equipped with a partial order so that they form an O-object and so that composition is continuous in each argument ; an 0-functor G:A ÷ X of O-categories is one which is continuous with respect to the order on the hom-sets. An N0___-category is an 0-category whose hom -sets are equipped with a binary function so that they form an NO-object and so that composition is linear in each argument ; an N0--functor G:A ÷ X of N0--categories is an 0-functor which is linear with respect to the union on the hom-sets.
Note that all the above categories are 0-categories with respect to the natural pointwise ordering of morphisms ; further NO, ND and ND ± are all N0--categories with respect to the natural pointwise union. Any small product of NO-categories is an NO--category and so the product functor is an N0-functor (which is also strict on the horn-sets).
Definition 3.4 : Let G:A ÷ X be an ~-functor. Then f:x ÷ Ga is a G-orderepi iff whenever a g ' g~ a' are such that (Gg)f ~ (Gg')f then g ~ g'.
Le~na 3.5 : Let G:A÷ X be an ~-functor such that every f:x÷ Ga factorises as x fL Ga ~ ~g Ga where f' is a G-orderepi. Then the left adjoint of G is also an ~-functor and if g is an N00-functor its left adjoint is an N00-functor too.
Powerdomains We say <s,o> is of types 1,2,3 according as Bs, ~ , As, ~ or neither is ~.
We have the useful formulae : 
119
This sets up the path we want to follow to extract a difference. For assuming ~E Sl~ # ~. s2~ we have ~ s|~ # ~nnES2~ .for some n. And we apply the le~mma to obtain s~(j < m ; i=1,2), ~3 (j ~ m), ~J (j < m). 
DISCUSSION
We make a few critical remarks to obtain some perspective on the above results.
First the notion of behaviour chosen is inappropriate for languages for writing continuously interacting programs expressly written not to terminate. One should study our language with the addition of some I/0 instructions and a different notion of behaviour. Again the coroutine instruction is 9omewhat peculiar and its rSle is somewhat similar to that of the "parallel or" in [Plo2] ; without it our semantics would, we conjecture, not be fully abstract, as we would have : We could also study definability questions, as in [Plo2] , and look for proof rules for ~ ,~ ,~ using the semantics. Most importantly, our language is hardly a good model of cormnunicating processes, and we feel it is rather important to study many other models of parallelism ([Bri] , [Hoa] [Mill and others) before claiming that the semantics of parallelism is understood.
